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Individual Support Plan (ISP)
(Pro i)
This "Pro" version of the form works best in the full version of Adobe Acrobat DC. It can be viewed and filled out in the free Adobe Acrobat Reader DC, but you cannot save your data or use the pro features (data import and file attachments). The “Reader” version of this form will allow you to save your data and it can be downloaded at www.OregonISP.org.
This "Pro" version of the form works best in the full version of Adobe Acrobat DC. It can be viewed and filled out in the free Adobe Acrobat Reader DC, but you cannot save your data or use the pro features (data import and file attachments). The “Reader” version of this form will allow you to save your data and it can be downloaded at www.OregonISP.org.
Preferred pronoun:
Complete the "One page profile" section based on communicating directly with . If additional information is needed, include information from people who have direct knowledge of  perspective. For alternate templates and additional instructions, visit www.OregonISP.org/1pp. If one or more separate "One page profiles" are created, be sure to attach a copy to the final ISP document.
What people like and admire about :
What is important to :
How to best support :
Desired outcomes
Base desired outcomes on what is important to  that  want support to work toward.
Key step/goal
Who is responsible?
Timelines
Where to record progress
Additional implementation strategies expected?
Career Development Plan (CDP)
Oregon is an “Employment First” state: Oregon believes with the right supports, everyone can work and there is a job for everyone. Everyone has the right to work in the community. See the “Employment Discussion Guide” for ideas about the employment conversation, which must occur at least annually.
Employment services are not tests people have to pass but resources people can choose. To receive an employment service, a person must have a goal of at least exploring competitive integrated employment, also known as individual, integrated employment.
Choose one:
Transition age: Use this option for those who are still in school under IDEA and are 14–22 years old. This section may be completed for those younger than age 14 who are in transition planning.Working-age adults: Use this option for people who have exited school services. Typically, working age adults are at least 18 years old, although those as young as 16 may fall under this category.No career development plan: Use this option for youth under age 14 who do not want a Career Development Plan or for people who are at least 60 years old or who will be 60 this ISP year who do not want to use ODDS employment services and do not want a Career Development Plan.
No career development plan
Reason for no Career Development Plan (choose one):
See the “Pre-employment and/or work” section of the Person Centered Information form (SDS 4115) for known preferences about working and the skills and strengths of the youth.
The person may change their mind at any time and request a Career Development Plan.
Transition planning (for transition-age youth)
Develop employment outcomes if  wants to explore, secure, maintain or advance in integrated employment. Defined outcomes help others know how to best support 's success in  employment-related goals. Visit the ODDS website for more resources for youth.
The phrase “When I grow up, I am going to be a ... ,” is one of first ways we express our hopes and dreams. It is never too early to begin developing expectations. Not surprisingly, research shows a positive impact between parental expectations and a child’s development. Typical expectations in childhood include keeping your bedroom clean, doing household chores, completing homework. Such expectations lay the foundations for future aspirations. Expectations shape how we see ourselves and our future. Ironically, the best way to understand the power of expectations is to imagine our lives without them. Develop employment outcomes if the young person wants to explore, secure, maintain or advance in integrated employment. Including outcomes, even when employment supports are not funded through ODDS, has a significant impact on the ISP. Defined outcomes help others know how to best support the young person's success in their employment-related goals. Visit the ODDS website for more resources for youth.
The phrase “When I grow up, I am going to be a ... ,” is one of first ways we express our hopes and dreams. It is never too early to begin developing expectations. Not surprisingly, research shows a positive impact between parental expectations and a child’s development. Typical expectations in childhood include keeping your bedroom clean, doing household chores, completing homework. Such expectations lay the foundations for future aspirations. Expectations shape how we see ourselves and our future. Ironically, the best way to understand the power of expectations is to imagine our lives without them. Develop employment outcomes if the young person wants to explore, secure, maintain or advance in integrated employment. Including outcomes, even when employment supports are not funded through ODDS, has a significant impact on the ISP. Defined outcomes help others know how to best support the young person's success in their employment-related goals. Visit the ODDS website for more resources for youth.
The student (check all that apply):
Check all that apply:
Check all that apply:
E.g., seamless transition, YTP, etc. Note that an open case with VR is not required. Additional resources can be found at www.OregonISP.org/cdp.
Known/current barriers to working in an individualized, integrated job
How will barriers be addressed? Incorporate the strategies to address barriers in the "Desired employment outcomes" section. Provider(s) must create implementation strategies.
Working-age adults
If  has exited school, complete this section instead of the “Transition planning” section.
Status with VR:
Describe ’s current employment status and what  want to do now by selecting A or B:
Remember to incorporate information from this page when developing desired employment outcomes.
1. How many hours a week on average does  currently work? 
2. How many hours a week does  want to work in competitive, integrated employment?
If  has or wants to have multiple jobs in competitive, integrated employment, the answer must reflect the total number of average hours  works per week. The recommended standard for planning and implementing supported employment services is the opportunity to work at least 20 hours per week in competitive, integrated employment. Recognize that some people may choose to work at that level while others may not, based on individual choice, preference and circumstances. Refer to OAR 411-415.
3. This ISP year,  wants to (check all that apply): 
The recommended standard for planning and implementing supported employment services is the opportunity to work at least 20 hours per week in competitive, integrated employment. Recognize that some people may choose to work at that level while others may not, based on individual choice, preference and circumstances. Refer to OAR 411-415.
The recommended standard for planning and implementing supported employment services is the opportunity to work at least 20 hours per week in competitive, integrated employment. Recognize that some people may choose to work at that level while others may not, based on individual choice, preference and circumstances. Refer to OAR 411-415.
The recommended standard for planning and implementing supported employment services is the opportunity to work at least 20 hours per week in competitive, integrated employment. Recognize that some people may choose to work at that level while others may not, based on individual choice, preference and circumstances. Refer to OAR 411-415.
If  chooses "Retire",  not eligible to receive ODDS employment services.
Known/current barriers to working in an individualized, integrated job
How will barriers be addressed? If the person has a desired employment outcome, include strategies to address known barriers within the outcome.
Desired employment outcomes
Only mark "N/A" if the person does not choose any ODDS employment services.
Only mark N/A if the person does not choose any ODDS employment services.
Reminders to SC/PAs:
• Discuss employment issues annually with . An Employment Discussion Guide is available. The guide includes specific examples of advantages of working, disadvantages of not working and strategies to overcome common barriers to obtaining employment. Information regarding the definitions of integrated employment can be found here too.
• When writing desired employment outcomes in the ISP, be as specific as possible. Include elements such as, but not limited to, the number of hours  wants to work per week, desired hourly wage, type of job  wants and job location. The outcomes should incorporate employment-related information from the "Pre-employment and/or work" section of the PCI.
• Each employment service must have at least one desired employment outcome. Employment providers must create implementation strategies for each desired employment outcome.
Key step/goal
Who is responsible?
Timelines
Where to record progress
Additional implementation strategies expected?
Decision not to explore employment
Not required for students who are still in school under IDEA or for people who are aged 60 or older or who will be 60 in the current ISP year.
Do not complete this section if the person chooses to receive any employment service, including work in an employment path facility or a Sheltered Workshop. Go back to the “Working Age Adults” section above, revise the response, then complete the required Desired Employment Outcomes.
Remember, by completing the DNE, a person is not eligible for any ODDS employment services, including employment path facility.
Complete this section only if  chooses not to work in or even explore an integrated employment setting now and does not want a waiver-funded employment service at this time.
Describe ’s employment-related skills (examples include organized, enjoys working as part of a team, never forgets a name, friendliness, follow-through, punctual, etc.):
Describe ’s employment-related preferences (examples include wants to work in the mornings, job needs to be on bus route, enjoys working as part of a team, schedule, pay, location, work environment, etc.):
Check at least one reason:
Answer these questions:
These answers must support the responses above and must show how the decision was made. Ideally, these answers will provide a positive foundation for approaching employment in the future. Please ensure  and  supporters understand  may change  mind at any time. For examples, refer to the Employment Discussion Guide.
1. Does  want to work now in integrated employment?
2. Does  want to work in integrated employment in the future?
3. Has  had an opportunity to experience integrated employment that meets  skills and interests?
This means  has had a job in the community that paid at least minimum wage. At this time, integrated employment includes small group employment.
If “no,” please describe why they have not had this opportunity and if there is a plan to remedy this situation:
Do not forget to answer the remedy portion of this question.
4. Describe the discussion about the benefits integrated employment would have for :
Answer needs to be specific to . If  struggle with concepts such as “work” or “money,” describe efforts to help  so  understand as much as possible. It may be helpful to relate back to something important to , such as going on a vacation or buying preferred items.
5. Describe the discussion about choosing not to work in integrated employment:
See the help text for question 4, above.
6. Does  understand  can change  mind at any time during the next 12 months and decide to pursue, explore or obtain individual, integrated employment?
7. Share any additional information about this decision here:
It is the responsibility of the SC/PA to ensure completion of the following:
• On the Career Development Plan (CDP) above, in addition to indicating ’s employment status, remember to describe  educational status, status with Vocational Rehabilitation, any known barriers to working in an individualized, integrated job and the plan to address these barriers.
• Send a copy of the Person Centered Information form and the ISP to ODDS.
Chosen case management services
Authorized dates:
Case management will monitor the effectiveness of services and supports being provided, ’s satisfaction and well-being, and progress toward identified desired outcomes throughout the year. 
Other anticipated case management services during the year include:
's preference on how case management is provided:
Preferences might include but are not limited to: who contact should occur with (e.g. the person, mom, and guardian), the preferred method of contact (e.g. phone, email, in person), the preferred time of day or day of the week (e.g. after 9am on weekdays), and the preferred location of meetings (e.g. at the person’s home, at PA’s office, at dad’s house).
Additional case management service
Authorized dates:
Anticipated case management services during the year include:
Examples may include: referrals to local resources; assistance with transitioning to adult services; provision of choice counseling/choice advising; available to attend IEP meetings, as requested; assistance with monitoring and monitoring-related follow-up, as requested; crisis response, as needed; etc.
's preference on how this case management is provided:
Preferences might include but are not limited to: who contact should occur with (e.g. the person, mom, and guardian), the preferred method of contact (e.g. phone, email, in person), the preferred time of day or day of the week (e.g. after 9am on weekdays), and the preferred location of meetings (e.g. at the person’s home, at PA’s office, at dad’s house).
Informal supports, community resources and other voluntary services and supports
Any support need marked as something other than "independent" on the needs assessment must be recorded in the ISP, describing how the support need is being met. If  is not using a paid service to meet a support need, describe how the need is being met in this section.
Describe supports
Provided by    
Chosen State Plan Personal Care (SPPC) services
Complete the following only if  chooses State Plan Personal Care services (limited to 20 hours per month unless an exception is authorized).
Authorized dates:
Authorized dates:
Authorized dates:
Chosen provider type(s) and current rate(s) (PSW, non-PSW independent provider, provider organization, general business, etc.):
List needs identified by the needs assessment that this service will address:
's preference on how this service is delivered:
Chosen family support services
i
It may be useful to authorize a different number of hours on different date ranges for the same service (e.g. when a different number of hours are authorized during the summer for a child in school.)
It may be useful to authorize a different number of hours on different date ranges for the same service (e.g. when a different number of hours are authorized during the summer for a child in school.)
Authorized dates:
Chosen provider type(s) and current rate(s) (PSW, non-PSW independent provider, provider organization, general business, etc.):
List needs identified by the needs assessment that this service will address:
's preference on how this service is delivered:
Chosen K plan services
i
It may be useful to authorize a different number of hours on different date ranges for the same service (e.g. when a different number of hours are authorized during the summer for a child in school.)
It may be useful to authorize a different number of hours on different date ranges for the same service (e.g. when a different number of hours are authorized during the summer for a child in school.)
Authorized dates:
Chosen provider type(s) and current rate(s) (PSW, non-PSW independent provider, provider organization, general business, etc.):
List needs identified by the needs assessment that this service will address:
's preference on how this service is delivered:
Chosen waiver services
i
It may be useful to authorize a different number of hours on different date ranges for the same service (e.g. when a different number of hours are authorized during the summer for a child in school.)
It may be useful to authorize a different number of hours on different date ranges for the same service (e.g. when a different number of hours are authorized during the summer for a child in school.)
Authorized dates:
Chosen provider type(s) and current rate(s) (PSW, non-PSW independent provider, provider organization, general business, etc.):
List needs identified by the needs assessment that this service will address:
's preference on how this service is delivered:
Chosen K plan residential services
Complete the following only if the person chooses RESIDENTIAL services.
Authorized dates:
 chooses:
The K plan services already included in residential services:
Additional K plan services included in residential services:
List needs identified by the needs assessment that this service will address:
's preference on how this service is delivered:
Chosen K plan transportation service
Specific to travel to and from vocational program. Complete DD 53 budget.
Authorized dates:
Chosen provider type or description of service:
Additional chosen services
Use this section to record General Fund services or any service that cannot be authorized in one of the above sections.
Describe service setting, service code, number of units, frequency, authorized dates and chosen provider type as applicable:
List identified needs that this service will address:
's preference on how this service is delivered:
Risk management plan
Emergency preparedness (natural disasters, power outages, community disasters, etc.):
Preventing abuse (physical, emotional, financial, sexual, neglect):
What happens if  can't be reached (timelines for notifying others, who to contact, etc.)?
Known risks
Risk
High riski
High risk: Mark risks that are likely to lead to serious harm to the person or others, even with the risk management strategies in place that are listed in this Risk Management Plan. See instruction manual for additional guidance.
High risk: Mark risks that are likely to lead to serious harm to the person or others, even with the risk management strategies in place that are listed in this Risk Management Plan. See instruction manual for additional guidance.
Describe the issue and how it is addressed or note where other information can be found.i 
Describe the issue and how it is addressed or note where other information can be found. Identify who is responsible for providing supports (organization or role).
Describe the issue and how it is addressed or note where other information can be found. Identify who is responsible for providing supports (organization or role).
Does ’s plan include the use of safeguarding interventions?
“Safeguarding interventions” are physical safety procedures that help keep an individual protected from harming themselves or others through supportive measures. Safeguarding interventions may be known as protective physical interventions (PPI) in the Oregon Intervention System (OIS). All safeguarding interventions must be based on a Functional Behavior Assessment (FBA) and documented in an approved Positive Behavior Support Plan (PBSP). Any hands-on intervention that is not written into an approved PBSP by an enrolled behavior professional is considered an unauthorized restraint. An individual’s plan must not include unauthorized restraints.
Does ’s plan include the use of safeguarding equipment that meet the threshold of restraints?
“Safeguarding equipment” means a device used to provide support to an individual for the purpose of achieving and maintaining functional body position, proper balance, and protecting the individual from injury or symptoms of existing medical conditions. Safeguarding equipment must be documented by a medical professional in a medical plan or in a Positive Behavior Support Plan (PBSP) by an enrolled behavior professional. All other uses of equipment to restrict the free movement of an individual’s body is considered an unauthorized mechanical restraint. An individual’s plan must not include unauthorized mechanical restraints.
The use of Safeguarding Equipment is considered a restraint when:
• The individual demonstrates resistance to the item or device following its application; and
• The individual cannot easily remove the item or device.
Are any individually-based limitations on HCBS residential setting protections accepted?
Attach a completed IBL form for each accepted limitation.
The residential setting protections are:
• Access to personal food at any time
• Choice of bedroom roommate
• Control of own schedule and activities
• Furnish and decorate bedroom or living unit
• Lockable bedroom doors
• Visitors at any time
Are any individually-based limitations on HCBS residential setting protections proposed but not accepted?
Attach a completed IBL form for each proposed limitation.
The residential setting protections are:
• Access to personal food at any time
• Choice of bedroom roommate
• Control of own schedule and activities
• Furnish and decorate bedroom or living unit
• Lockable bedroom doors
• Visitors at any time
Does  have a nursing care plan?
Back-up plans (in the event that primary support is not available):
Focus on known, significant support needs and immediate health and safety support needs of  that must be addressed if primary support is not available. Example: Cell phone of back-up contact.
Differences
Consider if a change to this plan is needed to address the difference(s) and describe the situation.
Note any differences between the contents of this plan and what  wants:
Note any differences between the contents of this plan and what any other ISP contributor wants:
Note any differences between the contents of this plan and what any other ISP contributor wants:
Note any differences between the contents of this plan and what any other ISP contributor wants:
Legal relationships
Type of legal relationship
Name(s)
Acknowledgments
 has the right to make an informed choice about where to live and receive services, to choose which services to use, and to select from available providers to deliver those services in a non-disability specific and community-based service setting.
Describe the supports  needs to understand  rights or to understand this plan, if any:
Did the SC/PA offer options about available case management providers?
Describe the options offered about settings where  can live and receive supports. This must include non-disability specific options.
Non-disability specific options might include living in  own house or apartment, with family, with friends or roommates, or in a community living complex. Consider if ’s preferences might prompt a change, such as a location closer to public transportation, closer to family or medical care, a place that accepts pets, a place with better accessibility options or more convenient facilities such as laundry or on-site help.
Other options might include a foster care setting, an apartment or house with available caregivers, a group living setting, an assisted living facility, a nursing home, etc. If  chooses a residential setting, offer the option for a private bedroom or living unit.
Describe the options offered about settings where  can receive employment or day services. This must include non-disability specific, community-based options.
Indicate “N/A” if  has not selected any employment or day services.
If  selected facility-based employment path or day services, consider community-based options such as touring local businesses, volunteering, employment path community services, Vocational Rehabilitation referral and job development, discovery services, workforce career center, internship or other time-limited work experience in the general workforce and how these setting options might support  toward  employment goals. 
Did the SC/PA review the services available to ?
Does this ISP reflect the services  chooses and the outcomes  wants to work toward?
Did the SC/PA offer options about available providers to deliver chosen services?
If ’s family provides supports, does this ISP reflect what is needed for the family to effectively provide supports?
Has  been provided information about the planning process and how to request changes and updates to the ISP?
Was  given the opportunity to choose the location of  ISP meeting?
Was  given the opportunity to choose who participated in  ISP development?
Did  receive notification of  DHS rights?
ISP team — does this ISP reflect...  
Independence: Having control and choice over one’s own life.
Integration: Living near and using the same community resources and participating in the same activities as, and together with, people without disabilities.
Productivity: Engaging in contributions to a household or community; or engaging in income-producing work that is measured through improvements in income level, employment status, or job advancement.
Describe the reason for any “no” responses and the plan to address it (additional follow-up information may be described in the"Chosen case management services" section):
Agreement to this plan
These people agree to this plan and associated documents as reflecting ’s strengths and preferences, support needs as identified by an assessment, and the services and supports that will assist  to achieve  identified desired outcomes.
• Services coordinator/personal agent/ODDS residential specialist: Ensure the plan meets ’s current service needs and complies with requirements for the chosen service setting(s) and associated funding.
• Providers: Agree to implement and provide the supports that have been designated as their responsibility in this ISP. A signed Provider Service Agreement may be used instead of a signature on this page.
Name
Relationship to 
Present at meeting?
Signature
Date
Comments    
Person receiving services
This form may contain your personal information. There is some risk someone could steal the information from you when you send this form by email. You may want to mail or fax it if you do not want to take the risk.
You can get this document in other languages, large print, braille or a format you prefer. Contact the Office of Developmental Disabilities Services (ODDS) at 503-945-5600. We accept all relay calls or you can dial 711.
You can get this document in other languages, large print, braille or a format you prefer. Contact the Office of Developmental Disabilities Services (ODDS) at 503-945-5600. We accept all relay calls or you can dial 711.
You can get this document in other languages, large print, braille or a format you prefer. Contact the Office of Developmental Disabilities Services (ODDS) at 503-945-5600. We accept all relay calls or you can dial 711.
Attach files(s)
Attach files (Adobe Acrobat DC only)
Attach files (Adobe Acrobat DC only)
This feature is only available in Adobe Acrobat DC (it does not work in the "Reader" version). Supported file types include PDF, Word, RTF, JPG, PNG, Excel and more. Attached files will not print but will be stored within this document. Use the "Show/hide Attachments menu" button to view, open and save out attached files.
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